PRESS RECOGNITION PANEL BOARD MEETING
22nd meeting of the Press Recognition Panel
08:30, Tuesday 23 August 2016
Buckingham Room, De Vere, 9 – 10 Portland Place, London W1B 1PR
AGENDA
Board meeting – confidential session
1.

Welcome

Chair

08:30

2.

Declarations of interest

Chair

08:30

3.

Minutes of the meeting held on 28 June 2016 and
8 July 2016, outstanding actions, matters arising
For approval

4.

Draft annual report on the
success / failure of the recognition system
Paper PRP38(16)
For discussion

SU/PN/CR

08:30 – 09:00

5.

Quarterly review of PRP risk register
Paper PRP39(16)
For decision

DW/SU

09:00 – 09:15

08:30 – 08:35

09:15 – 10:00

BREAK
Board meeting – public session

6.

Welcome

Chair

10:00

7.

Declarations of interest

Chair

10:00

8.

Minutes of the meeting held on 28 June 2016,
outstanding actions, matters arising and
noting of business considered out of committee –
Paper PRP37(16) Finance Report refers
For approval

10:00 – 10:05

Author: Holly Perry
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9.

Chief Executive’s Report - August 2016
Paper PRP40(16)
For noting

SU

10:05 – 10:10

10.

Finance report - August 2016
Paper PRP41(16)
For decision

SU/JS2

10:10 – 10:15

11.

IMPRESS application for recognition
Paper PRP42(16)

SU

10:15 – 16:35

Chair

16:35 – 16:45

There will be a break for lunch between approx.
12:30 and 13:00
12.

Any other business
Including comments from the floor

13.

Close of public meeting

16:35

Date and time of next meeting: 09:00 Tuesday 20 September 2016, at Mappin House, 4
Winsley Street, London W1W 8HF, starting at 09:00. Latest version of the forward plan of
Board business is attached.

Author: Holly Perry

Date: 16 August 2016
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PRESS RECOGNITION PANEL
th
Minutes of the 20 meeting of the Press Recognition Panel Board
held on 28 June 2016 at Mappin House, 4 Winsley Street, London W1W 8HF
Present:

Dr David Wolfe QC (Chair), Harry Cayton, Emma Gilpin-Jacobs,
Carolyn Regan and Harry Rich

Apologies:

Tim Suter

In attendance: Susie Uppal (Chief Executive), Holly Perry (Head of Governance),
Paul Nezandonyi (Head of Communications and Stakeholder
Management), Camilla Capotorto (Business and Research Officer),
Caroline Roberts (Head of Regulatory Affairs) (from paragraph 19
only), Simon Edward (Regulatory Affairs Manager) (from paragraph
19 only), John Speed (JS2 Ltd) (paragraphs 1 to 18) and Megan
Archer (JS2 Ltd)
BOARD MEETING – PUBLIC SESSION
Welcome
1.

The Chair welcomed Members and attendees to the twentieth meeting of
the Press Recognition Panel Board.

2.

The Chair also welcomed the member of the public who was in
attendance, who confirmed that he was happy to be named as having been
present: James Connal, Capital PR.
Declaration of members’ interests

3.

There were no new interests to declare.
Minutes of the meeting held on 24 May 2016, outstanding actions and
matters arising

4.

The minutes of the meeting held on 24 May 2016 were approved subject
to an amendment to page 9 - the section of the minute relating to the
IMPRESS application would be moved to the end of the document. The
Chair would sign a copy of the minutes as a correct record.
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5.

The log of outstanding Board actions was noted and agreed, and the
Board commended the executive on good progress in relation to the
actions. The following update to the log were noted:
 Action 4 – the diversity monitoring data for staff and Board Members
had been collected and circulated to the Board out of committee. The
Board agreed to its inclusion in the draft Annual Report and Accounts
2015/16.

6.

The Board noted that there were no other matters arising that were not
covered elsewhere on the agenda.
Chief Executive’s Report – June 2016 – Paper PRP28(16)

7.

The Board received a paper which provided an update to the Board on
executive activity since the last Board meeting on 24 May 2016.

8.

The following points were raised in discussion:
 the Chief Executive reported that IMPRESS had now written to the
PRP to state that it did not propose to submit further comments in
response to the second call for information;
 in relation to the IPSO speech referenced at paragraph 12, the Head of
Communications and Stakeholder Management had spoken to his
counterpart at IPSO to explain the PRP’s concern. The Board agreed
that the statement was misleading, and that a correction ought to be
sought;
 in relation to audit matters, the Board noted that the timetabling was
very tight, and that the Comptroller and Auditor General was currently
scheduled to sign the accounts on 14 July;
 the Board considered the option of adding a post balance sheet event
statement to the financial statement, to reflect the outcome of the EU
referendum [post meeting note – wording now agreed and
incorporated within the Annual Report and Accounts 2015/16];
 the Board noted the update on key external matters relevant to the
PRP’s work, which was now helpfully included in the public papers.

9.

The Board noted the contents of the Chief Executive’s report.
Finance Report June 2016 – Paper PRP29(16)

10.

The Board received a paper which updated the Board on the financial
position as at 31 May 2016.
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11.

The following points were raised in discussion:
 the Board noted the deficit for the period ended 31 May 2016, which
as £114,571 against the forecast of £122,869 which had created a
variance of £8,298;
 the Board noted an explanation of why key variances had arisen,
mainly arising from underspend in relation to the website and visuals,
as detailed against the relevant budget lines;
 the Board noted that the sums transferred to the Barclays account
was now showing on the balance sheet.

12.

The Board noted the latest financial position as at 31 May 2016.
Process for the appointment of an independent Member of the
Nominations Committee – Paper PRP30(16)

13.

The Board received a paper which set out proposals for appointing an
independent member of the PRP’s Nominations Committee, following
agreement at the 23 February 2016 meeting that an independent member
should be co-opted to the Committee.

14.

The following points were raised in discussion:
Competencies
 a number of drafting changes were proposed to the essential and
desirable criteria in order to ensure that candidates had knowledge
and understanding of recruitment and selection;
 care would be taken to ensure that criteria were not included that were
not strictly required, so as to ensure the widest possible pool of
candidates – applications would be positively encouraged from
candidates from a broad background;
Selection panel
 it was agreed that the selection panel would comprise Tim Suter,
Harry Cayton and Emma Gilpin-Jacobs;
 the option of asking the Commissioner for Public Appointments to
nominate an individual to sit on the selection panel was considered,
but on balance was felt not to be necessary;
Candidate pack
 the proposed content of the candidate pack was agreed in principle,
including the suggested day rate (£300) and time commitment (2 days
in any year when the Board is recruiting new non-executive members);
 it was agreed that reference would be made in the candidate pack to

Drafted by: Holly Perry
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giving candidates the opportunity to speak to the independent member
of the Audit and Risk Committee, Kathryn Cearns;
Diversity monitoring
 the approach suggested in relation to diversity monitoring was agreed
and there were no further observations on issues relating to equality,
diversity and inclusion;
Advertisement
 the draft advert would be amended to reflect the changes agreed to
the competencies;
 it was agreed that a broad range of media would be used to advertise
the role;
Use of recruitment consultants
 the advantages and disadvantages of using recruitment consultants
were considered. On balance, it was agreed that their use would be
disproportionate, and the process would be managed internally;
Timetable
 the timetable would be amended on the basis that the Board would reconsider the competencies at the next routine meeting of the Board.
15.

In summary, the Board:
 agreed the competencies against which the recruitment would be
conducted - a revised version of the competencies reflecting Board
Members’ comments would be circulated to the Board for approval;
 agreed the composition of the selection panel for the recruitment;
 agreed the planned contents of the candidate pack, the final version of
which would be signed off by the selection panel;
 agreed the time commitment and daily rate for the role (two days per
annum during in any year when the PRP recruited non-executive
members, with remuneration at £300 per day);
 agreed the approach to diversity monitoring to be used for the
recruitment;
 noted the approach to advertising for the campaign;
 agreed that the services of recruitment consultants would not be used
to help fill the role, on costs grounds; and
 noted the indicative timetable for the appointment of the independent
member, which was likely to have to be adjusted to manage Board
Members’ availability.
Closing discussion
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16.

The Chair invited the members of the public who were in attendance to
make any observations and to raise any questions.

17.

No questions were raised.
Any other business

18.

There was no other business.
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PRESS RECOGNITION PANEL
Log of outstanding Board actions as at 11 August 2016
Actions completed from previous meetings have been removed from the log
Actions outstanding from the meeting held on 8 July 2016 (joint with ARC)
Paper PRP36(16) Draft Annual Report & Accounts 2015/16
1.
JS2 Ltd to undertake further consideration to using the fullest and most
meaningful journal descriptors in the description field
Progressing - it is recommended that this action is delegated to the Audit
and Risk Committee, and that the Committee receives an update on
progress from JS2 Ltd at its 25 October 2016 meeting
2.
Delegated authority to the Chair and Chief Executive to sign the Chair’s
foreword, Chief Executive’s introduction, Directors’ report, Governance
statement, Remuneration and staff report, Accountability and audit report
and Statement of financial position, ahead of submission to the C&AG for
formal approval and signing
Completed – signed on 11 July 2016
3.
Letter of representation accompanying the ARA to be signed by the Chief
Executive
Completed – signed on 11 July 2016
4.
Going Concern letter from the Chief Executive to the NAO to be signed
Completed – signed on 11 July 2016
Verbal update on IMPRESS application
5.
Date between 20 September 2016 and 25 October 2016 to be canvassed,
as a back up to 23 August 2016 (for consideration of the IMPRESS
application), in the event of the application process not being completed in
time
Completed – The timetable was met and the IMPRESS application is
being considered at 23 August meeting (agenda item PRP42(16) refers)
Verbal update on State of Recognition Report
6.
During the week commencing 18 July 2016, high level messages,
communications plan, design for the report, analysis chapters and
introduction to be finalised and circulated to David Wolfe, Tim Suter and
Emma Gilpin-Jacobs (for comment by 8 August 2016)
Progressing - agenda item PRP38(16) refers
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7.

New chapters to be circulated to the full Board on 10 August 2016, and full
report together with design options, to be presented to the 23 August 2016
Board meeting
Progressing – agenda item PRP38(16) refers
Any other business
8.
Report to be prepared for the 25 October 2016 meeting of the Audit and
Risk Committee on the timetable and plan for the 2016/17 audit, taking into
account the lessons learnt from the 2015/16 audit
Progressing - it is recommended that this action is delegated to the Audit
and Risk Committee, and that the Board receives an update on progress
after the 25 October 2016 meeting as part of the report from the Chair
9.
Board Members to be sent diary appointments for 2017 meetings of the
Board
Completed – dates for 2017 should now be in Board Members’ diaries
Actions outstanding from the meeting held on 28 June 2016
Paper PRP30(16) Process for the appointment of an independent Member of
the Nominations Committee
10.
Reference to be made in the candidate pack to giving candidates the
opportunity to speak to the independent member of the Audit and Risk
Committee, Kathryn Cearns
Progressing – the Board will receive an update at the 20 September 2016
Board meeting
11.
Competencies against which the recruitment would be conducted to be
revised to reflect the Board’s comments and reconsidered by the Board
Progressing – the Board will receive an update at the 20 September 2016
Board meeting
12.
The timetable for the appointment of the independent member to be
adjusted to manage Board Members’ availability
Progressing – the Board will receive an update at the 20 September 2016
Board meeting
Paper PRP31(16) Preliminary issues arising from the interpretation of the
Royal Charter – narrative for publication
13.
Summarised indicative view of the preliminary issues to be signed off by
the Chair and Chief Executive prior to publication on the PRP website
Completed – final version uploaded to the PRP website on 15 July 2016
Paper PRP32(16) Update on IMPRESS application process
14.
Draft PRP executive assessment report to be made available for Board
Members who wished to see it at the same time that the draft report is sent
to IMPRESS
Completed – draft assessment report sent to IMPRESS and made
available to Board Members on 29 July 2016
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15.

Additional meeting of the Board to be scheduled for September, taking into
account the timelines for the state of recognition report
Completed – additional meeting now not required – action 5 above refers
Paper PRP33(16) State of Recognition Report update: initial draft
16.
Drafting of Chapter 7 (landscape of news-related publishers in the UK) to
be re-visited once the remaining chapters have been prepared, to ensure
the balance of the report is appropriate; section to be added to the start of
the chapter explaining its purpose
Progressing – agenda item PRP38(16) refers
17.
Meeting with Lord Lipsey to be scheduled over the summer
Completed – meeting took place on 20 July 2016 – meeting note
appended to Paper PRP40(16) on today’s agenda
18.
Launch of state of recognition report to be proactive, including a public
launch event
Progressing – an update on the communications plan is included in Paper
PRP38(16) on today’s agenda
Confidential
19.
Paper PRP34(16) Draft plans for annual Board evaluation 2016
20.
Proposals for reviewing Board performance for 2016 to be progressed,
and dates for Board Members’ appraisals to be agreed
Progressing – Board evaluation questionnaire dispatched on 7 July 2016;
A paper on the outputs will be presented to the 20 September 2016
meeting of the Board. Dates for Board Members’ appraisals will be
scheduled shorty
Paper PRP35(16) High level assumptions on the PRP’s design for future
years
21.
Recommendations scheduled to be presented to the Board in September
to be brought to the Board earlier if required, or out of committee
Progressing – an update will be provided to the Board at its 20
September 2016 meeting
Actions outstanding from the meeting held on 24 May 2016
Paper PRP25(16) – Addressing responses to the PRP consultation on
cyclical and ad hoc reviews
22.
Amendments proposed by the Board to be reflected a revised conclusions
document for publication; Chair, Emma Gilpin-Jacobs and Chief Executive
to sign off the documentation ahead of publication
Completed – we published our final decision on the consultation on ad
hoc and cyclical reviews on the website on 3 August 2016 alongside our
processes for conducting these reviews.
Paper PRP26(26) – State of Recognition Report update: draft regulatory
landscape section and update on the call for information responses
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23.

First full draft of the state of recognition report to be presented to the Board
at its 28 June 2016 meeting for review and comment
Progressing – paper PRP38(16) refers
Actions outstanding from the meeting held on 28 April 2016
Paper PRP15(16) Final Draft Business Plan and Budget 2016/17
24.
Reviewing the PRP’s needs in respect of office space - PRP contractually
tied in to the current office until November 2016. The Board have the
opportunity of considering options when it considers the organisational
design for future years in September 2016.
Progressing – an update is provided in the CEO’s report (Paper
PRP40(16) refers)
Paper PRP16(16) State of Recognition Report update
Confidential
25.
Confidential
26.
Paper PRP17(16) IMPRESS application update
27.
Attendees at the public meeting of the Board where the decision on the
IMPRESS application would be made to be given notice of the confirmed
date of the meeting on the PRP website, and confirmation again that
paperwork relating to the item would be published after a decision had
been taken (application itself and revisions already on website)
Completed – a notice was placed on the PRP’s website, and everyone on
the PRP’s stakeholder list was contacted
Any other business
28.
Board only meetings to take place on roughly a quarterly basis at the end
of the confidential session of a Board meeting
Progressing – added to the agenda plan on a quarterly basis – next
update scheduled for 20 September 2016 meeting
Actions outstanding from the meeting held on 22 March 2016
Paper PRP12(16) State of Recognition Report – Success or failure reporting
Confidential
29.
Board strategic session, 22 March 2016 (confidential)
Confidential
30.
Actions outstanding from the meeting held on 23 February 2016
Outstanding actions
31.
Review of PRP governance framework to be re-considered in December
2016, at the stage of the annual review of the framework, on the basis that
by this stage, the policies will have been more thoroughly ‘tested’
Progressing – added to the log of Board business for December 2016,
alongside the annual review of the governance framework
Actions outstanding from the meeting held on 17 December 2015
4

Paper PRP70(15) Plans for annual Governance Framework review
32.
Staff training on policies to be repeated on an annual basis, to ensure that
the content of policies remains live in colleagues’ minds
Progressing – Refresher training has been diarised for autumn 2016
Actions outstanding from the meeting held on 18 November 2015
Paper PRP64(15) – Finance Report November 2015
33.
Formal review of the PRP’s banking arrangements to take place in the
latter part of 2016, involving Harry Rich
Progressing – scheduled for report to the Board’s meeting on 25 October
2016 as per the forward plan of Board policies
Paper PRP65(15) – Review of Board Members’ remuneration
34.
A further review of remuneration rates to take place in autumn 2016, on
the basis that at that point, the Board will have made decisions about the
PRP’s work plan and future resourcing requirements which will determine
the workload and frequency to Board meetings to the end of 2017
Progressing – scheduled for report to the Board’s meeting on 25 October
2016 as per the forward plan of Board policies
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PRESS RECOGNITION PANEL BOARD
FINANCE REPORT – JULY 2016
Meeting: By correspondence

Status: for noting

Lead responsibility: Susie Uppal, Chief
Executive

Contact details: Adam Gibbs, JS2

Purpose
1.

2.

The purpose of this paper is to update the Board on the finance and banking
positon as at 30 June 2016.
The Board is invited to note the latest financial position.

Background and analysis
Finance
3.

At the meetings held on 5 and 18 December 2014, the Board noted that
finance reports would be added to the agenda for each Board meeting.

4.

A bank-reconciled set of management accounts as at 30 June 2016 is attached
at Annex A.

5.

Results are being compared to the budget as circulated to the Board in April
2016.

6.

The deficit for the period ended 30 June 2016 is £168,625 against the June
2016 forecast of £187,358 which has created a positive variance of £18,733.
Details and an explanation of why key variances have arisen are detailed
against the relevant budget lines.

7.

The Board is invited to note the latest position regarding the Panel’s finances.
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Devolved Nations
8.

There are no specific implications/differences in relation to the areas of work
covered in this paper and the devolved nations.

Communications
9.

There are no specific communications implications to draw out.

Risks
10. A robust and defensible position in relation to the Panel’s finances is required in
order to avoid reputational damage and to ensure compliance with Managing
Public Money.
Recommendations
11. The Board is asked to note the latest financial position.
Timeline for future work
12. JS2 Ltd will continue to provide updates on the Panel’s financial position at
monthly meetings of the Board.
Attachments
Annex A – Management accounts as at 30 June 2016
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MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTS

3 Months to June 2016

Press Recognition Panel
Period ended 30 June 2016
3 Months to June 2016

Actual
£

Budget
£

Full year
to March
2017

Variance Explanation
£

Budget
£

Income
Bank Interest

619
619

600
600

16,130
51
16,181

16,131
300
16,431

1,530

3,930

(2,400) Costs for document design and
interactive web form came in
under budget. £960 budgeted
for a separate interactive web
form are now not expected until
late in the year.

6,000
28,950

144

2,286

5,784

1,674

6,216

(2,142) Budgeted costs for web form for
feedback on regulator not yet
incurred.
(4,542)

110,957

116,692

HR & Recruitment
Serviced and Virtual Offices

1,690
24,150

5,441
27,978

Meeting rooms
Travel & Subsistence
Information Technology
IT hardware
Audit & Accountancy
Printing & Stationery
Insurance
Legal
Subscriptions & publications
Finance Charges
Sundry expenses

2,396
1,892
6,738
1,301
1,563
648
54
151,389

2,901
450
1,238
6,648
615
1,695
1,128
75
450
165,311

(505)
(450)
654
90
686
(132)
(480)
(21)
(450)
(13,922)

8,886
1,800
3,812
1,200
44,208
9,280
9,368
30,000
4,512
300
1,800
647,730

Total Expenditure

169,244

187,958

(18,714)

755,688

(168,625)

(187,358)

18,733

(753,288)

Total Income

19
19

2,400
2,400

(1)
(249)
(250)

66,024
1,200
67,224

Expenditure
Board costs
Board Salaries & NIC
Board Travel & Subsistence
Total Board Costs
Communications
Consultation Events & Launch
Consultation Document & Translation

Website & Visuals

Total Communications Costs
Overheads
Salaries & NIC

(Deficit) for the period

(5,735) Costs relating to temporary
Application Manager role
deferred due to 2nd call for
information.
(3,751)
(3,828) The majority of the underspend
relates to the accounting
treatment of the rent free
period. As a result, total
variance is anticipated to be
£7,300 by the end of the year.

40,734

393,788

26,864
111,912

Reserves Bfwd

1,954,072

1,954,072

-

1,954,072

Reserves Cfwd

1,785,447

1,766,714

18,733

1,200,784

Press Recognition Panel
Period ended 30 June 2016
Jun-16
£

£

Mar-16
£

£

Current Assets
Current account
Deposit account
Barclays account
Cash at bank
Prepayments
Other debtors
Third Party Deposit
Sundry debtors

Creditors: amounts falling
due within one year
Trade creditors
Credit card
Social security and other taxes
Sundry creditors and accruals

Net Current Assets

56,551
743,171
1,000,250

35,458
1,932,826
5,000
1,799,972

12,634
1,080
14,194

1,973,284
18,222
1,521
14,194

27,908

1,482
14,640
26,311

33,937

9,952
1,064
13,390
28,743
42,433

53,149

1,785,447

1,954,072

1,954,072

730,710

Funds brought forward
Funds at 31 March 2016
Surplus/(deficit) for the period to date

(168,625)
1,785,447

1,223,362
1,954,072

PRP40(16)

PRESS RECOGNITION PANEL BOARD
CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S REPORT – AUGUST 2016
Meeting: 23 August 2016

Status: for noting

Lead responsibility: Susie Uppal,
Chief Executive

Contact details: 07790034348 or
020 3443 7072

Purpose
1.

The purpose of this paper is to provide an update to the Board on executive
activity since the last Board meetings on 28 June and 8 July 2016.

2.

The Board is invited to note the contents of the Chief Executive’s report.

Executive Summary
3.

The Board is being updated in respect of a number of organisational issues that
have been progressed since the 28 June and 8 July 2016 Board meetings.

Background and analysis
Delivery highlights / business plan update / key projects update
Consultation on cyclical and ad hoc reviews
4.

We published our final decision on the consultation on ad hoc and cyclical
reviews on 3 August 2016 alongside our processes for conducting these
reviews.

IMPRESS application for recognition
5.

A separate paper on today’s agenda (public session) refers.

State of recognition report

Paper Author: H Perry/S Uppal
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6.

A separate paper on today’s agenda (confidential session) refers.

Research update
7.

Annex A includes an update on key external matters relevant to our work.

Stakeholder engagement
Daily Mail news story
8.

Following our announcement of the Board’s meeting on 23 August 2016 to
consider IMPRESS’ application for recognition, the Daily Mail published an
article reporting accusations that the PRP was attempting to ‘bury bad news’ by
the choice of date for the meeting. The PRP had been asked to comment prior
to publication and (in a statement from the Chair) had explained how the date
had in fact come about. It was agreed that the story as published did not
warrant a significant external response from the PRP. A line in the online
article’s subheading appeared to suggest that the PRP was funded by Max
Mosley, but this was amended following a request from the PRP.

Stakeholder meetings
9.

A meeting took place with Lord Lipsey on 20 July 2016. The meeting was with
executive team members and formed part of Lord Lipsey’s response to the
consultation. The draft note of the discussion, which will be published on the
PRP’s website once the state of recognition report is published, is attached at
Annex B (confidential annex).

Correspondence
10.

We received correspondence from Mike Harris and Sashy Nathan from 89up
and Peter Wright of Associated Newspapers setting out their concerns about
the Boards initial indicative views on some terms and elements in the Royal
Charter. This are set out on our website under the four guidance sections. We
have responded and also updated the website to make it clearer. Both the
letters and responses have been put on our website and are attached at
Annex C.

Corporate services update
Staffing update
11.

Interviews have been conducted for the role of Executive Office Manager (to
replace the Head of Governance, who leaves us on 21 September 2016 to take

Paper Author: H Perry / S Uppal
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up the role of Trust Board Secretary at the West London Mental Health NHS
Trust). I am pleased to confirm that Saima Ansari has been offered the role,
and will start on 12 September 2016. A copy of her CV is attached at Annex D
(confidential annex).
Audit matters
12.

The signed Annual Report and Accounts (ARA) 2015/16 was submitted to the
NAO on 11 July 2016, and the Comptroller & Auditor General signed the
accounts on 12 July. The report covered the year from 1 April 2015 to 31
March 2016, and it also looked forward to some plans for 2016/17. The ARA
was subsequently laid before the Scottish Parliament and the Houses of
Parliament on 20 July 2016 and published on the PRP’s website. Copies were
sent for information to the Welsh Assembly and Northern Ireland Assembly.

Information Technology update
13.

Issues relating to version control of documents in our document filing system
(Egnyte) have been encountered over recent weeks and a meeting with the IT
service provider, Comis, is scheduled in order to discuss a possible resolution.
A verbal update will be provided at the meeting if there are any notable matters
to report to the Board following the meeting with Comis.

Information Security training
14.

A short training session was held after the Board meetings on 24 May and 28
June. Any Board Members who still require training on information security
should notify the Head of Governance, who will make the necessary
arrangements.

Premises
15. Further to the update provided at the 28 June 2016 meeting, it proved not
possible for Spaces to move the PRP to a rolling contract from November 2016
- Spaces wanted the PRP to agree a further 12 month contract. Notice was
therefore served on the current nine person office at the beginning of August,
and Spaces is now in the process of finding us a smaller alternative office within
the same building.
16. The Head of Governance and I are meeting with the property agent who
sourced the Spaces office last year, in order to assess the current state of the
property market and to carry out a cost comparison exercise.
Implications

Paper Author: H Perry / S Uppal
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17.

The implications of decisions taken by the Board as set out in this paper are as
follows:
 Budget – no specific implications in addition to the issues referenced;
 Legislation – no specific implications;
 Resources – no specific implications;
 Equality, Diversity and Inclusion – no specific implications.

Devolved Nations
18. There are no implications/differences in relation to the areas of work covered in
this paper and the devolved nations.
Communications
19. Communications issues are dealt with at paragraphs 8 to 9 of the paper. There
are no other issues to report which have communications implications, so far as
I am aware.
Risks
20. There are a range of risks involved in the areas of work covered in this paper. In
particular, there is a risk to the work programme if we do not recruit and retain
the right people.
Recommendations
21. The Board is asked to note the contents of the Chief Executive’s report.
Attachments
Annex A –
Annex B –
Annex C –
Annex D –

Update on key external matters
Note of the meeting of the PRP with Lord Lipsey (confidential)
Correspondence with 89up and Associated Newspapers
CV (confidential)
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Annex A
Update on key external matters
The update on key external matters is a research-informed piece based on a sample
of information available on the public domain.
Commercial Landscape
 Following the EU Referendum, Trinity Mirror, Johnston Press and DMGT have
seen their share prices fall.1
 According to ABC data, national newspapers saw a boost in both print and
online readership last month before and after the EU Referendum. The ABC
figures can be found here: http://www.pressgazette.co.uk/abc-figures-nationalpress-sees-june-brexit-vote-boost-in-print-and-online/
 According to the Financial Times, Guardian Media Group’s (GMG) operating
losses are higher than the ones briefed in March, and have escalated by a
further £10m to £68.7m for the last financial year. GMG has been hit by strong
competition for digital advertising from digital giants such as Facebook and
Google, and has seen a sharp decline in print advertising. Whilst the title has
confirmed the losses, it has said it was making significant progress in its
membership scheme, which is a core part of GMG’s plan to counteract falls in
both print and digital revenue.
 According to the half-yearly financial report covering the 27 weeks to 3 July,
due to its acquisition of Local World last year, Trinity Mirror has recorded a
significant growth with adjusted operating profit up by 44 per cent, whilst
overall revenue has increased by 30 per cent.
 The pop-up pro-EU national newspaper the New European been successful.
Although it was never designed to be a long-term brand, the paper has been
profitable since its first issue, which sold 40,000 copies at a cost of £2 each.
This has led to executives extending the title’s initial four-week run.
 Both the Pew Research Center in Washington DC and the Reuters Institute
have reached the same conclusions on the future of print journalism: whilst
newsprint daily circulation has fallen, the majority of digital advertising
spending went to just five technology companies - namely, Google, Facebook,
Yahoo, Microsoft and Twitter.
Political
 The new Prime Minister Theresa May has appointed Karen Bradley MP as
Secretary for Culture, Media and Sport. In addition, the Department for
1

Mayhew, F. (2016). Trinity Mirror, Johnston Press and DMGT All See Share Prices
Tumble After Brexit Vote. Press Gazette, [online]. Available at
http://www.pressgazette.co.uk/trinity-mirror-johnston-press-and-dmgt-all-see-shareprices-tumble-after-brexit-vote/ [Accessed 11 Aug. 2016].
Paper Author: H Perry / S Uppal
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Culture, Media and Sport has welcomed a number of new ministers: Matt
Hancock MP as Minister of State for Digital and Culture; Rob Wilson MP as
Minister for Civil Society; and Lord Ashton of Hyde as DCMS’ representative in
the House of Lords. Sport Minister Tracey Crouch and Internet Safety &
Security Minister Baroness Shields will continue in their roles at the
Department. Further details can be found online:
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/new-ministerial-team-at-dcms-confirmed
Sun Political Editor Craig Woodhouse has been appointed as Special Adviser
to the Culture Secretary.
Hacked Off has called for the new Government to implement Leveson part 2.

Legal
 IPSO is set to launch a one-year experiment aimed at avoiding high court
costs. The pilot will be run by the Centre for Effective Dispute Resolution
(CEDR), a conflict management mediator, on IPSO’s behalf, and will see more
than 20 publications taking part in it.

Paper Author: H Perry / S Uppal
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Press Recognition Panel
Mappin House
4 Winsley Street
London W1W 8HF
Peter Wright
Associated Newspapers
Northcliffe House
2 Derry Street
London W8 SIT
By email only
Peter.wright@assocnews.co.uk
15 August 2016
Dear Peter
Many thanks for your letter of 11 August 2016 and your continuing interest in our work.
As you know, the PRP operates according to the Royal Charter on Self-Regulation of the
Press. The Charter specifically leaves it to our Board to decide how to conduct its functions.
There is no requirement on us to provide any public process or information at all. Because of
this, we could have discharged our functions entirely in private and without any
external/public input whatsoever.
Notwithstanding there being no requirement to do so, we decided that we would act as
openly as possible and would welcome and take into account input from others as
appropriate. We have made it very clear that we would happily receive input on any aspect
of our work our work from any sources at any time; and that we would happily meet with
anyone to discuss any aspect of our work at any time. That remains the case. As you know,
a wide range of people and organisations have taken up those offers. We will of course
consider the points you make in your letter; do let me know if you would like to meet to
discuss these matters, or any other aspect of our work at any time.
In addition to that general and ongoing invitation, as you have mentioned, we have also, at
specific times, invited particular input on particular matters from the public.
In 2015, when developing guidance on our policy and procedures for processing
applications, we consulted generally on our proposals, and also on our proposals for
additional indicators to provide additional guidance on the recognition criteria. This year,
when developing our procedures for cyclical and ad hoc reviews we consulted generally on
our proposals. We have also undertaken a call for information (not seeking general comment
or views but seeking information which might not otherwise be available to us) on the
IMPRESS application for recognition; which we repeated when they materially amended
their application. You are aware of course that, most recently, we have been consulting

widely as part of the preparation for the report which we will later in the year lay before
Parliament and the Scottish Parliament, as required by the Charter.
It has not however, been our practice to undertake such specific additional consultations or
seek additional public input when we consider how to interpret elements of the Charter. In
particular, on an almost daily basis the PRP reaches a view on the legal meaning and
requirement of one or other aspect of the Charter - it is after all our governing document. We
then act on the view we reach, sometimes, but not always, specifically also setting out in
public our view on the point in question. That is entirely different from the situation where we
are considering and developing Board policy/procedures, on which we have, as above,
undertaken specific consultations or when processing a specific recognition application in
relation to the factual contents of which we have issued a call for information.
Turning to the comments you have made about the section titled “Our interpretation of some
terms and elements in the Royal Charter” on our website: all that has happened is that the
Board have considered, and reached an initial indicative view, on the interpretation and
meaning of some terms and elements of the Charter ahead of considering IMPRESS’
application. We will make this clearer on our website. Given that we had received, and our
Executive team were scrutinising the IMPRESS application at that time, we considered it
appropriate to let them know of the Board’s thinking at that time. We would have done
exactly the same in relation to any other regulator which had applied to us, or we thought
was about to apply to us, at that time. We then published that indicative view so that any
other regulator considering making an application (and for that matter the wider public)
would have the same information. We cannot see how anyone was disadvantaged by any of
that.
I am not aware of, and you have not identified, any reason why we would in all that have
needed to depart from our usual practice for reaching views on the interpretation of the
Charter, and certainly not in the context of our door always being open to people to comment
and meet at any time. We are certainly not aware of any requirement for an organisation to
consult before reaching a view on a legal requirement. Do please let me know if we have
missed something.
The Board will reach a final view on interpretation of points which arise for that determination
in the context of the specifics of the IMPRESS application when it comes to consider that
application for the first time on 23 August. It may well be that other questions of
interpretation of the Charter requirements will also come up in that process. It is simply not
possible to anticipate all the points of interpretation which Board members might bring up in
discussion, and certainly not possible to consult on them before reaching a view.
As for the meeting, itself: it will be open to the public in accordance with our policy to that
effect. However, given that it is for the Board to make a decision on the application, the
discussion will be among Board members, with input from our Executive team and the
opportunity, if the need arises, to seek further information from the applicant regulator. The
date of the meeting simply flowed from the operation of the procedure which we set out and
adopted last year for processing applications – this was the first scheduled Board meeting
after those processes (including the calls for information, etc.) had concluded.

I hope that this will reassure you as to the way in which we have proceeded and intend to
proceed. Do let me know if not or if there are further points on these or any other matters
which you would like us to take into account at any time. As above, I am happy to meet if
that would assist.

Yours sincerely

David Wolfe
Chair of the Press Recognition Panel

89up.org
12 TILEYARD, LONDON, N7 9AH

Susie Uppal
Chief Executive
Press Recognition Panel
Mappin House
4 Winsley Street
London
W1W 8HF
& by email to: applications@pressrecognitionpanel.org.uk
Thursday, 11 August 2016
Dear Ms Uppal
Section 5 of PRP’s Guidance for applicants
We write to express our concern that Section 5 of the Guidance for Applicants for
recognition by the Press Recognition Panel or ‘PRP’ (set out at:
http://pressrecognitionpanel.org.uk/guidanceforapplicants/ or ‘The Section 5
Guidance’) has been produced and applied without fair procedure consistent with UK
public law.
89up is a social purpose company currently instructed by the Free Speech Network to
scrutinise the process of press regulator recognition. We want to see a press
regulatory system that is consistent with the UK’s historical freedoms and established
international free speech norms.
As you are no doubt aware, the PRP is a statutory corporation confined by the scope
of the power that conceived it, the Royal Charter, and should act only in accordance
with those powers conferred upon it1 . The Section 5 Guidance the PRP has issued to
applicants for recognition is a preliminary form of advice that engages principles of
natural justice and which should abide by established law on procedural fairness.
We are concerned that the PRP is at risk of demonstrating procedural impropriety by
being seen to:

1

Hazell v Hammersmith and Fulham London Borough Council [1992] 2 A.C. 1.
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1. wait for consultation responses to the application by IMPRESS to tailor its
interpretation of the Royal Charter in order to prevent any obstacles to that
application;
2. deliberately delay publishing the Section 5 Guidance, containing key
interpretations of the Royal Charter criteria that are of huge public interest, until
15 July 2016 in order to assist the current sole applicant, IMPRESS.
How did the PRP develop the Section 5 Guidance?
There have been three main stages in the evolution of the PRP’s interpretation of
some terms and elements in the Royal Charter.
1. Proposed Indicators  June 2015
2. PostConsultation Decision on Indicators  S
 eptember 2015
3. Section 5 of the Guidance for Applicants  J uly 2016
Taking Criterion 6 on the requirements of the regulator’s funding arrangements as an
exemplar, the PRP’s stance evolved from a proposed indicator, to a decision on the
format of the indicator following consultation, to a vastly greater elaborated exposition
on interpretation of the Royal Charter, as set out below.
Criterion 6
Proposed Indicator
• The Regulator is
funded adequately.
• The Regulator adopts
policies and
mechanisms to ensure
funding arrangements
cover the prescribed
period and undertakes
reviews in an
appropriate time.
• The timing for
negotiating funding
settlements is not such
as to create a concern
that the negotiation
would impact on the
independence or
perceived

PostConsultation
Decision
Contrary to what some
respondents said, there is
nothing in the Charter that
means a regulator must be
funded entirely by its
members/subscribers and
there is no Charter
prohibition on a regulator
receiving third party funding.
In relation to the definition of
‘industry’, the Charter refers
to the concepts of ‘press’,
‘members’ and ‘subscribers’,
so we consider ‘industry’ to
be a wider concept.
We believe the proposed
indicators together with
criterion 6 itself sufficiently
capture these points.
Page 2 of 8

The Section 5 Guidance
In relation to criterion 6, we do not
interpret the provision for funding for the
system ‘being settled in agreement
between the industry and the Board’ as
requiring positive agreement to the
funding arrangements with the whole of
(or any particular minimum threshold of)
the news publishing industry.
This is because:
1. The Charter envisages that there can
be more than one regulator,
2. Such a requirement could allow
publishers an effective veto over the
recognition of a regulator when they have
no wish to become a member of that (or
any recognised) regulator; and
3. Given the sheer scale and diversity of
‘relevant publishers’ it would be
impracticable to identify or contract all the

independence
of the Board.

relevant publishers that could or might be
affected.
However, we bear in mind that the
regulator has to ‘take into account the …
commercial pressures on the industry’
and is required by criterion 23 to ensure
that membership is open to all publishers
on fair, reasonable and nondiscriminatory
terms….’. In those circumstances we
consider that criterion 6 does, as a
minimum, require some form of
consultation that the wider industry could
respond to if it wished.
We also consider that criterion 6 requires
the regulator to provide a rationale for the
decisions taken following the consultation
including for example, how the regulator
will ensure that certain types or sizes of
publishers are not precluded from joining
at a later stage (and therefore excluded
from cost protection) because the fees do
not sufficiently reflect the commercial
pressures on the industry.
Given that criterion 6 refers to ‘funding for
the system’ being agreed and not just the
‘regulatory fees’, we also consider that
consultation should be on the whole of the
funding arrangements, including any
proposals to take funding from third
parties.
There is nothing in the criteria or the
Charter which precludes funding for the
regulator being provided via or from a
third party and such funding does not
preclude an application or mean that a
regulator is automatically not
‘independent’. It would be possible for
third party funding to compromise the
independence of a regulator, but whether
it does so will be a question of fact and
will depend on the safeguards that were
put in place to protect independence,
such as the terms of the agreement
between the funder and the regulator and
the regulator’s governance arrangements.

The PRP rejected many of the responses it received in the Consultation on Criterion 6.
It is not the purpose of this letter to rehearse those arguments.
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Section 5 and the Royal Charter
The Section 5 Guidance goes beyond what was envisaged in the Leveson Report. It
vastly elaborates on aspects of the Royal Charter that were not specifically defined
and go beyond the PRP’s initial proposed indicators. Terms such as ‘in agreement’
‘the industry’ and ‘for the system’ have now been interpreted in a way that had not
been set out or consulted on with specificity before.
This went as far as reinterpreting the Charter; for example, supplanting ‘being settled
in agreement between the industry and the Board’ with the statement that there should
not be ‘an effective veto over the recognition of a regulator when they [publishers]
have no wish to become a member of that (or any recognised) regulator.’
Herein lies an important distinction to be made between the Royal Charter and the
Section 5 Guidance. The Charter Criterion 6 made a positive assertion of the type of
situation which was fertile for recognition of a press regulator, which is the industry
proactively joining a regulator that subsequently seeks recognition.
Section 5 turns this on its head by invalidating the views of the vast majority of the
industry who do not wish to become members of IMPRESS, a radical reinterpretation
of the Charter and its precursor, the Leveson Report.
Moreover, Section 5 also uses one of the chief criticisms of Criterion 6 (on its practical
unworkability) as a justification to loosen obligations on the applicant for recognition –

‘given the sheer scale and diversity of “relevant publishers” it would be impracticable to
identify or contact all the relevant publishers that could or might be affected.’
We are alarmed that there was no public consultation on the Section 5 Guidance.
Section 5, which was binding on an applicant regulator, was unknown to the public at
the time of the calls for information on IMPRESS’s application.
IMPRESS’s Financial Consultation for recognition
This raises the question, did IMPRESS have sight of Section 5 before or during its
application? If so, why was this guidance withheld from public scrutiny until after that
application had been submitted?
According to Section 5, the PRP considers that in order for Criterion 6 to be passed,
an applicant should show:
‘funding for the system’ being agreed and not just the “regulatory fees”, we also
consider that consultation should be on the whole of the funding arrangements,
including any proposals to take funding from third parties’.
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IMPRESS’s first application would have failed to fulfil this criteria. As we previously
demonstrated, two of the publications we contacted confirmed to us that they did not
know the detail of IMPRESS’s third party funding.
Subsequently, after the first application, we believe this chronology of events in
relation to the criterion occurred in a procedurally unfair way:
Date

Description

4 June 2016

Second call for information on IMPRESS application closes

8 June 2016

IMPRESS Financial Consultation launched

6 July 2016

IMPRESS Financial Consultation closes

13 July 2016

IMPRESS Financial Consultation Decision published

15 July 2016

Section 5 of the Guidance published

In order for a consultee to the PRP’s call for information on the application for
recognition to properly scrutinise IMPRESS on Criterion 6, the process could only have
been ordered in this way to be fair and lawful:
1. Section 5 of the Guidance published.
2. IMPRESS Financial Consultation launched.
3. IMPRESS Financial Consultation closes.
4. IMPRESS Financial Consultation Decision published.
5. Call for Information on IMPRESS application opened.
The Section 5 Guidance should have been published first, not last. By inverting this
chronology, the PRP has alleviated IMPRESS from public scrutiny of its requirement to
consult on the whole of its funding arrangements, including any proposals to take
funding from third parties. This has impacted the process in two important ways:
1. Consultees to IMPRESS’s Financial Consultation did not have sight of the
PRP’s guidance on third party funding so could not raise legitimate points
pertinent to its consultation.
2. The public and interested parties should have had access to the tests and
standards the PRP was applying to IMPRESS in order to inform their
consultation responses.
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This failure of a fair PRP process on Criterion 6 is exacerbated by the fact that
IMPRESS’s funding arrangements predate its ‘Financial Consultation’.
In order for a consultation to be a valid exercise, the decision on the matter should be
made after consultees are canvassed. IMPRESS was legally bound to its funding
agreement with the IPRT before it asked the members about it. This means its whole
process of ‘consulting’ is flawed and fails even the minimum Sedley requirements2
that:
1. Consultation must take place when the proposal is still at a formative stage.
2. Sufficient reasons must be put forward for the proposal to allow for intelligent
consideration and response.
3. Adequate time must be given for consideration and response.
4. Consultation responses must be conscientiously taken into account.
IMPRESS had agreed its financial arrangements with third parties before consulting its
members. The crucial requirement that decisionmaking follows consultation was
willfully ignored.
Why did publishing Section 5 take so long?
Since the PRP’s formation five different public consultations have been carried out:
Consultation
Proposals for recognition of
press selfregulators

Dates
7 June 2015
 31 July 2015

Outcome
Decision Following the Consultation
on Proposals for Recognition of
Press SelfRegulators (September
2015)
Guidance for Applicants (Sections
14)
Section 5 of the Guidance for
Applicants (15 July 2016)

2

IMPRESS application for
recognition  1st call

5 February 2016
 4 March 2016

Extension of 15 days granted &
application still pending

Undertaking cyclical and
adhoc reviews

16 February 2016
 11 April 2016

Consultation on ad hoc and cyclical
reviews (August 2016)

R v Brent London Borough Council ex parte Gunning (1985) 84 LGR 168
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The Recognition System

18 April 2016
 12 June 2016

Awaiting report

IMPRESS application for
recognition  2nd call

4 May 2016
 2 June 2016

Application still pending

It is notable that all of the consultation periods have been followed by timely reporting
and decisions, where they have been made to date, except for the publication of
Section 5. This took place more than a year after the consultation for the proposals for
recognition took place and after IMPRESS had submitted its application. The webpage
where Section 5 was published only refers to 4 sections of guidance for applicants.
These specific interpretations of the Royal Charter would have affected how bodies
responded to the consultations that occurred in 2016, as set out above. Consultees
responded to the two IMPRESS applications based on the proposed indicators when
they should have had sight of the Section 5 Guidance. Crucial questions of press
regulation were consulted on without lawful insight into how the PRP interpreted the
Royal Charter.
Has the process been procedurally fair?
In order for a public body to make a decision using a fair procedure, the process
should exhibit a number of features that are lacking in the PRP’s composition of
Section 5 and consideration of IMPRESS’s application:
●

The right to know the case one has to meet, to see relevant documentation or
information is crucial for informed representations to be made before
decisionmaking is undertaken3.

●

The duty to comply with established procedural requirements such as the Civil
Service Consultation Principles4 or those established at common law are also,
as exemplified earlier, lacking in this process.

●

The PRP is also required to exercise its functions without delay that is so gross
or inordinate that it is unfair, which was contravened by the July 2016
publication of Section 5.

The PRP has fallen short of these established principles in the call for information on
IMPRESS’s application by denying consultees information on how the PRP, and
potentially IMPRESS themselves, had been guided on specifically interpreting the
Royal Charter.
3

R v Secretary of State for the Home Department ex parte Doody [1994] 1 A.C. 531.
Civil Service Consultation Principles:
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/492132/20160111_
Consultation_principles_final.pdf
4
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The issues addressed by the respondents to the PRP call for information were based
on an understanding of the Royal Charter that the PRP had already restrictively
defined, and the applicant, IMPRESS was therefore not able to be scrutinised by
interested parties properly.
Should the PRP consult further?
It is clear that the substance of the Section 5 Guidance, the timing of its publication,
and the way in which it applied to an ongoing application for the first staterecognised
press regulator in the United Kingdom has not demonstrated requisite public law
practice.
At this stage, in our view, a further consultation on Section 5 and subsequently
on the IMPRESS application for recognition will need to be held to redress the
procedural unfairness of the current process.
Such a further consultation would only be required if the PRP were minded to accept
IMPRESS’s application to be a recognised regulator on 23 August 2016. As stipulated
earlier, we do not see how this can be possible given the flawed nature of the
IMPRESS consultation on its funding arrangement and how vital that failure is to
fulfilling Criterion 6.
We await the PRP’s response on the issues we have raised and the next steps it
proposes taking. Given the strict timeframes involved, we would appreciate a response
by 5.00pm on Friday, 19 August 2016.
The judgments referred to in this letter are available on request.
Please do contact us if we can be of further assistance.

Yours sincerely,

Mike Harris

Sashy Nathan

CEO, 89up

Director of Advocacy, 89up

Consultants to the Free Speech Network and authors of Leveson’s Illiberal Legacy
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Press Recognition Panel
Mappin House
4 Winsley Street
London W1W 8HF
Mike Harris and Sashy Nathan
89up
12 Tileyard
London N7 9AH
By email only
sashy@89up.org
cc. mike@89up.org
15 August 2016
Dear Mike and Sashy
Many thanks for your letter dated 11 August 2016 and your continuing interest in our
work.
As you know, the PRP operates according to the Royal Charter on Self-Regulation of
the Press. The Charter specifically leaves it to our Board to decide how to conduct its
functions. There is no requirement on us to provide any public process or information
at all. Because of this, we could have discharged our functions entirely in private and
without any external/public input whatsoever.
Notwithstanding there being no requirement to do so, we decided that we would act
as openly as possible and would welcome and take into account input from others as
appropriate. We have made it very clear that we would happily receive input on any
aspect of our work our work from any sources at any time; and that we would happily
meet with anyone to discuss any aspect of our work at any time. That remains the
case. As you know, a wide range of people and organisations have taken up those
offers. We will of course consider the points you make in your letter; do let me know
if you would like to arrange a meeting to discuss these matters, or any other aspect
of our work at any time.
In addition to that general and ongoing invitation, as you have mentioned, we have
also, at specific times, invited particular input on particular matters from the public.
In 2015 when developing guidance on our policy and procedures for processing
applications we consulted generally on our proposals, and also on our proposals for
additional indicators to provide additional guidance on the recognition criteria. This
year, when developing our procedures for cyclical and ad hoc reviews we consulted
generally on our proposals. We have also undertaken a call for information (not

seeking general comment or views but seeking information which might not
otherwise be available to us) on the IMPRESS application for recognition; which we
repeated when they materially amended their application. You are aware of course
that, most recently, we have been consulting widely as part of the preparation for the
report which we will later in the year lay before Parliament and the Scottish
Parliament as required by the Charter.
It has not however, been our practice to undertake such specific additional
consultations or seek additional public input when we consider how to interpret
elements of the Charter. In particular, on an almost daily basis the PRP reaches a
view on the legal meaning and requirement of one or other aspect of the Charter - it
is after all our governing document. We then act on the view we reach, sometimes,
but not always, specifically also setting out in public our view on the point in
question. That is entirely different from the situation where we are considering and
developing Board policy/procedures, on which we have, as above, undertaken
specific consultations or when processing a specific recognition application in
relation to the factual contents of which we have issued a call for information.
Turning to the comments you have made about the section titled “Our interpretation
of some terms and elements in the Royal Charter” on our website: all that has
happened is that our Board have considered, and reached an initial indicative view,
on the interpretation and meaning of some terms and elements of the Charter ahead
of considering IMPRESS’ application. We will make this clearer on our website.
Given that we had received, and the Executive team were scrutinising the IMPRESS
application at that time, our Board considered it appropriate to let us know of their
thinking at that time. They would have done exactly the same in relation to any other
regulator which had applied to us, or we thought was about to apply to us, at that
time. We then published that indicative view so that any other regulator considering
making an application (and for that matter the wider public) would have the same
information. We cannot see how anyone was disadvantaged by any of that.
I am not aware of, and you have not identified, any reason why we would in all that
have needed to depart from our usual practice for reaching views on the
interpretation of the Charter, and certainly not in the context of our door always being
open to people to comment and meet at any time. We are certainly not aware of any
requirement for an organisation to consult before reaching a view on a legal
requirement. Do please let me know if we have missed something.
The Board will reach a final view on interpretation of points which arise for that
determination in the context of the specifics of the IMPRESS application when it
comes to consider that application for the first time on 23 August. It may well be that
other questions of interpretation of the Charter requirements will also come up in that
process. It is simply not possible to anticipate all the points of interpretation which
Board members might bring up in discussion, and certainly not possible to consult on
them before reaching a view.
As for the meeting, itself: it will be open to the public in accordance with our policy to
that effect. However, given that it is for the Board to make a decision on the
application, the discussion will be among Board members, with input from the

Executive team and the opportunity, if the need arises, to seek further information
from the applicant regulator. The date of the meeting simply flowed from the
operation of the procedure which we set out and adopted last year for processing
applications – this was the first scheduled Board meeting after those processes
(including the calls for information, etc.) had concluded.
I hope that this will reassure you as to the way in which we have proceeded and
intend to proceed. Do let me know if not or if there are further points on these or any
other matters which you would like us to take into account at any time. As above, I
am happy to arrange a meeting if that would assist.
Yours sincerely

Susie Uppal
Chief Executive of the Press Recognition Panel

PRP41(16)

PRESS RECOGNITION PANEL BOARD
FINANCE REPORT – AUGUST 2016
Meeting: 23 August 2016

Status: for noting

Lead responsibility: Susie Uppal, Chief
Executive

Contact details: Susie Uppal, Adam
Gibbs

Purpose
1.

2.

The purpose of this paper is to update the Board on the finance positon as at
31 July 2016.
The Board is invited to note the latest financial position.

Background and analysis
Finance
3.

At the meetings held on 5 and 18 December 2014, the Board noted that
finance reports would be added to the agenda for each Board meeting.

4.

A bank-reconciled set of management accounts as at 31 July 2016 is attached
at Annex A.

5.

Results are being compared to the budget as circulated to the Board in April
2016.

6.

The deficit for the period ended 31 July 2016 is £239,312 against the July 2016
forecast of £285,954 which has created a positive variance of £45,842. Details
and an explanation of why key variances have arisen are detailed against the
relevant budget lines.

7.

JS2 Ltd will be in attendance at the meeting to answer any detailed questions
about the format that Board Members may have.

8.

The Board is invited to note the latest position regarding the Panel’s finances.
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Devolved Nations
9.

There are no specific implications/differences in relation to the areas of work
covered in this paper and the devolved nations.

Communications
10. There are no specific communications implications to draw out.
Risks
11. A robust and defensible position in relation to the Panel’s finances is required in
order to avoid reputational damage and to ensure compliance with Managing
Public Money.
Recommendations
12. The Board is asked to note the latest financial position.
Timeline for future work
13. JS2 Ltd will continue to provide updates on the Panel’s financial position at
monthly meetings of the Board.
Attachments
Annex A – Management accounts as at 31 July 2016
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Press Recognition Panel

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTS

4 Months to July 2016

Press Recognition Panel
Period ended 31 July 2016
4 Months to July 2016

Actual
£

Budget
£

Full year
to March
2017

Variance Explanation
£

Budget
£

Income
Bank Interest

1,517
1,517

800
800

21,507
64
21,571

21,808
400
22,208

1,530

3,930

(2,400) Costs for document design and
interactive web form came in
under budget. £960 budgeted
for a separate interactive web
form are now not expected until
late in the year.

6,000
28,950

216

3,608

5,784

1,746

7,538

(3,392) Budgeted costs for web form for
feedback on regulator and
upgrades not yet incurred.
(5,792)

154,425

156,278

2,037
32,340

6,088
37,304

2,514
2,480
8,934
6,714
2,095
5,040

3,566
600
1,524
8,844
7,540
2,260
30,000

Subscriptions & publications
Finance Charges
Sundry expenses

870
63
217,512

Total Expenditure

Total Income

717
717

2,400
2,400

(301)
(336)
(637)

66,024
1,200
67,224

Expenditure
Board costs
Board Salaries & NIC
Board Travel & Subsistence
Total Board Costs
Communications
Consultation Events & Launch
Consultation Document & Translation

Website & Visuals

Total Communications Costs
Overheads
Salaries & NIC

HR & Recruitment
Serviced and Virtual Offices

Meeting rooms
Travel & Subsistence
Information Technology
IT hardware
Audit & Accountancy
Printing & Stationery
Insurance
Legal

(Deficit) for the period

40,734

(1,853) Costs relating to temporary
Application Manager role
deferred due to 2nd call for
information.
(4,051)
(4,964) The majority of the underspend
relates to the accounting
treatment of the rent free
period. As a result, total
variance is anticipated to be
£7,300 by the end of the year.

393,788

8,886
1,800
3,812
1,200
44,208
9,280
9,368
30,000

1,504
100
600
256,208

(1,052)
(600)
956
90
(826)
(165)
(24,960) Contingency of £30,000 not yet
used.
(634)
(37)
(600)
(38,696)

4,512
300
1,800
647,730

240,829

285,954

(45,125)

755,688

(239,312)

(285,154)

45,842

(753,288)

26,864
111,912

Reserves Bfwd

1,954,072

1,954,072

-

1,954,072

Reserves Cfwd

1,714,760

1,668,918

45,842

1,200,784

Press Recognition Panel
Period ended 31 July 2016
Jun-16
£

£

Mar-16
£

£

Current Assets
Current account
Deposit account
Barclays account
Cash at bank
Prepayments
Other debtors
Third Party Deposit
Sundry debtors

Creditors: amounts falling
due within one year
Trade creditors
Credit card
Social security and other taxes
Sundry creditors and accruals

Net Current Assets

41,994
678,260
1,001,059

35,458
1,932,826
5,000
1,721,313

12,332
1,080
14,194

1,973,284
18,222
1,521
14,194

27,606

5,454
15,524
13,181

33,937

9,952
1,064
13,390
28,743
34,159

53,149

1,714,760

1,954,072

1,954,072

730,710

Funds brought forward
Funds at 31 March 2016
Surplus/(deficit) for the period to date

(239,312)
1,714,760

1,223,362
1,954,072

PRESS RECOGNITION PANEL BOARD
FORWARD PLAN
NB allocation of items is indicative only – items may be moved if urgent or unexpected issues arise which require decision
Items for consideration at every business meeting:
 Draft minutes, actions and matters arising
 Finance Report
NB Date for the Board’s consideration of the IMPRESS application is to be confirmed
2016 meeting dates
Tuesday 20 September

Tuesday 25 October

Thursday 24 November

Business meeting
Update on the process for the appointment of an
independent Member of NomCo

Six-month rebalancing of the budget;
Communications strategy update / review;
Review of Board Members’ remuneration;
Annual review of banking arrangements

Confidential meeting
Approval of the final draft of the SORR
SORR Communications plan
Proposals for organisation design for future years;
Report on annual Board evaluation;
Board only session
Verbal report from ARC meeting on 25 October
2016

Quarterly review of risk register (post ARC);
Draft ARC minutes (25 October 2016 meeting);
Board only session

Tuesday 20 December

2017
Thursday 26 January
Tuesday 28 February
Tuesday 28 March

Annual Governance Framework review including
reconsideration of proposals for an external review

Quarterly review of risk register
Re-appointment of Senior Independent Director
Draft Annual Report and Accounts 2016/17

Tuesday 25 April
Tuesday 27 June
Wednesday 23 August
Tuesday 24 October

Wednesday 20 December

Updated: 16 August 2016

Proposed meeting dates of the Board and ARC for
2018
Six-month rebalancing of the budget;
Communications strategy update / review;
Annual review of banking arrangements
Annual Governance Framework review including
reconsideration of proposals for an external review

ARC report back (March 2017 meeting)
Quarterly review of risk register
Risk management policy annual review
Plans for annual Board evaluation (External
review)
Quarterly review of risk register
ARC report back (October 2017 meeting)
Report on annual Board evaluation

Quarterly review of risk register

